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Blue Ghost at Kadabracon! 

 
PORTLAND, TX. – Juan Carlos Ramos, creator and artist of the Blue Ghost graphic novel, based on 
the aircraft carrier USS Lexington (CV-16), is set to be the featured artist at the first ever 
Kadabracon. The comic convention is scheduled for Friday, September 29, through Sunday, 
October 1, at the Portland Community Center. Tickets are on sale now at Kadabracon.com. 
 
Kadabracon will feature celebrity guests, cosplay contests, panel discussions, photo ops, a haunted 
house, a car show, TCG tournament, video games, and vendors. Juan Carlos Ramos will be at the 
event, with copies of the Blue Ghost Ashcan #1 Preview Book, which includes the first few pages of 
the upcoming 32-page comic about the origin of The Blue Ghost mech, and exclusive Blue Ghost 
merchandise. 
 
As the Blue Ghost comic is based off of USS Lexington (CV-16), the USS Lexington Museum will 
join Ramos at the event, with their own exclusive Blue Ghost merchandise. The comic is a 
collaboration between Ramos and the Museum - an official release date of the final 32-page book 
has yet to be announced. 
 
Kadabracon ticket purchasers will receive a $3 off discount at the USS Lexington Museum between 
Friday, September 29, and Sunday, October 1, by showing their Kadabracon ticket at time of 
purchase at the Museum’s admission booth. Discount applies to ticket holder only. 
 
 
For more information about Blue Ghost Comic, visit: https://www.ramosmecha.io 
 
For more information about the USS Lexington Museum, visit: https://usslexington.com 
 
For more information about Kadabracon, visit: https://www.kadabracon.com 
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